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Abstract

In recent years, theoretical and computa-

tional linguistics has paid much attention

to linguistic items that form scales. In

NLP, much research has focused on order-

ing adjectives by intensity (tiny < small).

Here, we address the task of automatically

ordering English adverbs by their intensi-

fying or diminishing effect on adjectives

(e.g. extremely small < very small).

We experiment with 4 different methods:

1) using the association strength be-

tween adverbs and adjectives; 2) exploit-

ing scalar patterns (such as not only X but

Y); 3) using the metadata of product re-

views; 4) clustering. The method that per-

forms best is based on the use of metadata

and ranks adverbs by their scaling factor

relative to unmodified adjectives.

1 Introduction

Being able to recognize the intensity associ-

ated with scalar expressions is a basic capability

needed for tackling any NLP task that can be re-

duced to textual entailment. For instance, as il-

lustrated by de Marneffe et al. (2010), when inter-

preting dialogue (A: Was it good? B: It was ok /

great / excellent.), a yes/no question involving a

gradable predicate may require understanding the

entailment relations between that predicate and

another contained in the answer. Another applica-

tion is within sentiment analysis, where assessing

the strength of subjective expressions (e.g. good

< great < excellent) is one of the central tasks

besides subjectivity detection and polarity classi-

fication (Rill et al., 2012b; Sheinman et al., 2013;

de Melo and Bansal, 2013; Ruppenhofer et al.,

2014, inter alia). It is also well known that sub-

jective adjectives are frequently modified by ad-

verbs that increase (very expensive) or decrease

(fairly expensive) their intensity. As Benamara

et al. (2007) have shown, it is useful to take such

adverbial intensification into account when pre-

dicting document-level sentiment scores. How-

ever, Benamara et al. (2007) used human-assigned

scores to model adverbs’ effect on adjectives.

As far as we know, there is no well-established

automatic method that can determine for degree

adverbs what their effect will be on the intensity of

various adjectives. In this paper, we explore sev-

eral methods on English data that might be used

towards that purpose, evaluating them against a

new gold standard data set that we collected. All

new resources that were created in the context of

our investigation will be made publicly available.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-

lows. We present our data in §2. We describe the

construction of our gold standard in §3 and the

methods we use in §4. This is followed by the

presentation of our experiments and results in §5.

We discuss related work in §6 and conclude in §7.

2 Data

For our experiments we use two large corpora (Ta-

ble 1). The first is a large set of Amazon reviews,

which consist of numerical star ratings and textual

assessments. Since both express the writers’ eval-

uation, they are strongly correlated. Accordingly,

we project the numerical star ratings onto the ad-

jectives and adverbs in the texts as intensity scores

(cf. §4.2). Second, we also use the ukWaC web-

corpus, which is even larger than the review cor-

pus, as general language data on which we com-

pute association measures (cf. §4.1) and which we

mine for linguistic patterns (cf. §4.3, §4.4).

Corpora Tokens Reference

Amazon reviews ∼1.06 B Jindal and Liu (2008)

ukWaC ∼2.25 B Baroni et al. (2009)

Table 1: Corpora used
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3 Construction of human gold standard

To be able to assess adverb rankings produced by

automatic methods, we collected human ratings

for adverb and adjective combinations through an

online survey. All combinations were rated indi-

vidually, in randomized order, under conditions

intended to minimize the effects of bias, habitu-

ation, fatigue etc. on the results. Participants

were asked to use a horizontal slider, dragging

it in the desired direction, representing polarity,

and releasing the mouse at the desired intensity,

ranging from −100 to +100. To indicate the in-

tended word sense of each item, the scale was la-

beled accordingly. For instance, we specified that

cool should be interpreted in terms of Temperature

(cool day) rather than Desirability (cool app).

Through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), we

recruited subjects with the following qualifica-

tions: US residency, a HIT-approval rate of at least

97%, and 500 prior completed HITs. We collected

20 ratings per item but had to exclude some par-

ticipants’ answers as unusable, which reduced our

sample for some items.

3.1 Adjectives

The adjectives we used – shown in Table 2 – cover

four semantic areas, two of them (more or less)

objective, namely Duration and Temperature, and

two of them subjective, namely Quality and In-

telligence. They are a subset of those used by

Ruppenhofer et al. (2014) for ordering adjectives

by intensity (cf. §4.1). Following Paradis (1997;

2001), we classify adjectives into three types.

Scalar adjectives are ones that combine with

scalar degree adverbs (fairly long, very good,

terribly nasty). The mode of oppositeness

Adjective Scale Polarity Type

dumb Intelligence neg scalar
smart Intelligence pos scalar
brainless Intelligence neg extreme
brainy Intelligence pos extreme

bad Quality neg scalar
good Quality pos scalar
mediocre Quality neg scalar
super Quality pos extreme

cool Temperature neg scalar
warm Temperature pos scalar
frigid Temperature neg extreme
hot Temperature pos extreme

short Duration neg scalar
long Duration pos scalar
brief Duration neg scalar
lengthy Duration pos scalar

Table 2: Adjectives used and their classification

Maximizer Booster

absolutely awfully
completely extremely
perfectly very
quite highly

Moderator Diminisher

quite slightly
fairly a little
pretty somewhat

Approximator Control

almost none

Table 3: Adverbs used and their classification

that characterizes scalar adjectives is antonymy

(e.g. good - bad). Extreme adjectives combine

with reinforcing totality adverbs (absolutely

terrible, totally brilliant, utterly disas-

trous). Like scalar adjectives, these adjectives are

also antonymic (hot - cold) and they are concep-

tualized according to a scale. However, extreme

adjectives do not represent a range on a scale

but an (end-)point on the scale. The third type,

limit adjectives, also combines with totality ad-

verbs (completely dead, absolutely true,

almost identical). This type differs from the

others in that it is not associated with a scale but

conceptualized in terms of either-or. It is not rep-

resented in our data elicitation but it is used by one

of the automatic ranking methods (cf. §4.1, §5.1.)

3.2 Adverbs

The adverbs in our surveys as well as their clas-

sification are inspired by Paradis (1997). The ad-

verbs belong to five types plus a control condition

as shown in Table 3. As Table 4 shows, maximiz-

ers and approximators are totality adverbs, they

target adjectives that belong to the limit or extreme

class. The other adverb classes are scalar adverbs

that target scalar adjectives. In the control condi-

tion (none), subjects rate the unmodified adjective.

Adverbs Adjectives

to
ta

li
ty Maximizer Limit

Approximator Extreme

sc
al

ar Booster

Moderator Scalar

Diminisher

Table 4: Prototypical associations between adverb

and adjective types according to Paradis (1997)

3.3 Design

We designed four parallel surveys, each eliciting

data for degree modification of four adjectives, to

be completed by non-overlapping sets of partici-

pants (enforced via AMT Worker IDs). In each
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survey, participants first were asked for metadata

such as age, residency, native language etc. Sub-

sequently, pairs of main and distractor block fol-

lowed until at the end feedback on difficult survey

items was solicited. Each main block used one ad-

jective, which participants first had to rate unmod-

ified before giving ratings for seven combinations

of the adjective with half the available adverbs.

Each main block was followed by a distractor

block in which participants had to match verbs to

related adjectives. As the combinations of an ad-

jective with all adverbs were spread out over two

main blocks, each survey had a total of 8 main

blocks. The adverbs used with the first main block

for an adjective were sampled randomly from our

list, the remaining adverbs were put into the sec-

ond main block featuring the adjective.

Note that we elicited data for all possible com-

binations of adjective and degree adverb. As

shown by Desagulier (2014) and Erman (2014)

for moderators and maximizers, respectively,

some adverb-adjective combinations are highly

entrenched, while others are likely to be rare or

unfamiliar and thus possibly more difficult to rate.

3.4 Final ranking

Table 5 shows the ranking of adverb-adjective

combinations, generalized over all 16 adjectives.

The score per combination is the sum of all ab-

solute scores for the adverb with any adjective

across all participants, renormalized into the range

[0,100]. Note that rank 8 is occupied by the cases

where the relevant adjectives are not modified by

any adverb. The results closely match expecta-

tions based on linguistic theory. We have booster

and maximizer adverbs occupying ranks higher

than the unmodified adjective, while we find mod-

erators and diminishers occupying lower ranks.

The ranking for the ambiguous quite seems to re-

flect its moderator use more than its maximizer

use. The ordering among the moderators (quite

> pretty > fairly) matches that reported as expert

linguistic analysis by Paradis (1997, 148-155).

We next apply the method for building a gold

standard described above to the combinations of

all adverbs with each single adjective. The corre-

lations between the 14 different resulting adverb

rankings are high throughout with Spearman val-

ues >0.900. This argues that the ranking that we

get when summing over all adjectives (cf. Table

5) also applies to the adjectives individually.

Finally, we constructed a relative ranking based

# score adverb # score adverb

1 91.1 extremely † 9 59.9 quite †,◦

2 89.2 absolutely b 10 52.5 pretty ◦

3 84.2 completely b 11 42.1 fairly ◦

4 79.3 highly † 12 35.9 somewhat ⊲

5 78.6 very † 13 30.5 slightly ⊲

6 75.2 awfully † 14 27.4 almost ♣

7 74.8 perfectly b 15 26.7 a little ⊲

8 62.7 none

Table 5: Gold standard ranking of adverb-
adjective intensity, based on absolute scores
(†=maximizer, b=booster, ◦=moderator, ⊲=diminisher, ♣=approximator)

on the number of raters for whom the combination

of adverb A with a given adjective had a higher

score than the combination involving adverb B.

That method produces essentially the same result:

the Spearman rank correlation with the absolute

ranking in Table 5 is ρ=0.993. Due to space limi-

tations, we only report results relative to the abso-

lute gold standard in the remainder of the paper.

In order to be able to experiment with more than

the 14 prototypical and frequent adverbs that we

could collect ratings for, we make use of the inten-

sity ratings for 93 adverbs provided by Taboada et

al.’s (2011) SoCaL resource. While various lex-

ical resources provide polarity scores for nouns,

verbs, and adjectives (Wilson et al., 2005; Thel-

wall et al., 2010; Taboada et al., 2011, inter

alia), few resources cover and assign scores to de-

gree adverbs. The adverb ranking obtained from

the SoCaL resource for our 14 adverbs correlates

strongly with our two gold standards, with coeffi-

cients of 0.969 against the absolute gold standard

and 0.976 against the relative one. This gives us

confidence that we can use the SoCaL ratings as

an extended gold standard. Note that the set of 93

adverbs from SoCaL contains many adverbs that

are less frequent and less grammaticized than the

14 adverbs from the smaller set.

4 Methods

Our methods to determine the intensifying effect

of adverbs on adjectives are all corpus-based.

4.1 Collostructional analysis (Collex)

Our first method, distinctive-collexeme analysis

(Collex) (Gries and Stefanowitsch, 2004) has pre-

viously been successfully applied to the intensity

ordering of both subjective and objective adjec-

tives (Ruppenhofer et al., 2014), with stable cor-

relation results as evaluated against a human gold

standard (Spearman’s ρ of 0.732-0.837).
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For the task of ordering adverbs according to

their intensifying effect on an adjective, we as-

sume that adverbs with different intensifying ef-

fects co-occur with different types of adjectives,

as shown by Table 4 in §3.2. We identify two

different constructions an adverb can occur in:

modification of scalar adjectives such as dumb

or modification of limit and extreme adjectives

such as brainless. Booster, moderator, and dimin-

isher adverbs co-occur with scalar adjectives (e.g.

very/rather dumb), while limit and extreme

adjectives are modified by maximizer and approx-

imator adverbs (e.g. absolutely/almost

brainless). Our hypothesis is that if adverb A has

a higher preference for the limit and extreme ad-

jective construction than adverb B, then A has a

greater scaling effect than B. An adjective’s pref-

erence for occurring in either construction is used

to derive an ordering of the given adverbs by their

effect on the intensity of adjectives. This pref-

erence is determined using the Fisher exact test

(Fisher, 1922; Pedersen, 1996). It makes no distri-

butional assumptions and does not require a min-

imum sample size. The direction in which ob-

served frequencies differ from expected ones is

taken to indicate the preference for one of the two

constructions and is measured by the p-value.

We ran a distinctive-collexeme analysis for both

the smaller and the larger set of degree adverbs

on ukWaC with two different settings. First, we

used the 16 adjectives from the survey differen-

tiated into the two types scalar and extreme as

presented in Table 2. We refer to the output as

CollexsurveyAdj. Second, we used a larger set of

188 adjectives culled from the literature (Paradis,

1997; Erman, 2014; Desagulier, 2014). The ad-

jectives are distributed across the three classes as

follows: 26 extreme (xtrm), 123 limit (lim) and

39 scalar. We refer to the output as CollexmoreAdj.

4.2 Mean star ratings (MeanStar)

Another method we evaluate employs Mean star

ratings (MeanStar) from product reviews as de-

scribed by Rill et al. (2012b). Unlike Collex, this

method uses no linguistic properties of words or

phrases. Instead, it derives intensity values for

words or phrases in review texts from the numeric

star ratings that reviewers (manually) assign to

products. The star ratings encode a polar score

on the document level. Since the ratings are not

binary but on a five-point scale, they can also be

used as source for deriving intensity information.

The basic idea is to count how many instances of a

word or phrase occur in reviews with a given star

rating (score) within a review corpus.

Following Rill et al. (2012b)’s model for sim-

ple adjectives, we generically define the intensity

score for a word or phrase as the mean of the star

ratings SRi =

∑n
j=1

Si
j

n
, where i designates a dis-

tinct word or phrase, j is the j-th occurrence of

the word or phrase, Si
j is the star rating associated

with i in j, and n is the number of observed in-

stances of i. We experiment with three methods

that are based on MeanStar. They differ a) in how

the item i that is to be scored is defined (as a word

or phrase) and b) in whether the resulting scores

are used directly to generate a ranking or only af-

ter further processing.

Adverbs only In the simplest application of

MeanStar, we calculate for each adverb the aver-

age star level of the reviews it occurs in, and then

rank the adverbs by these scores.

Adjective-specific In a different mode of us-

ing the star-based scores, we do not build a gen-

eral ordering of adverbs. Instead, we only or-

der combinations of adverbs with specific adjec-

tives. Accordingly, we perform a rank correlation

of adverb-adjective combinations against the gold

standard per adjective and report the average of

the absolute Spearman rank correlation results.

Scaling factor The third method, Scaling,

builds a global ranking of adverbs by comparing

the MeanStar scores of adverb-adjective combina-

tions to those of unmodified adjectives. The bene-

fit of this is that we can make use of each adverb-

adjective combination independently of any other

and do not need to rely only on adjectives that are

attested with all or many of the adverbs that we

need to rank, which is rarely the case. The algo-

rithm works as presented in Algorithm 1.

An important facet of the algorithm is the filter-

ing in step 4. In order to get clearly polar cases,

we retain only combinations with a score >=3.75

(’positive’) or with a score <=2.5 (’negative’). It

is known that the average review tends to have a

slightly higher score than three. For that reason,

the threshold for positive reviews is slightly more

extreme than that for negative reviews. We discard

combinations: 1) that are observed only once; 2)

where the adjective contains characters other than

letters or a hyphen; or 3) where the adjective never

occurs unmodified in the corpus.
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Algorithm 1 Rank by scaling factor (sf)

1: take a stratified random sample of n items from the set of adverbs

2: for each adverb adv in the sample do

3: retrieve all combinations of adv with any adjective

4: filter combinations

5: sort combinations

6: for combination in top k combinations do

7: calculate scaling factor relative to unmodified adjective

8: classify as intensifying or diminishing

9: end for

10: if length(intensifying uses) > length(diminishing uses) then

11: if length(pos intensifying uses) / length(neg intensifying uses)

> Threshold then

12: average sf=mean(pos intensifying uses)

13: else:

14: average sf=mean(pos intensifying uses+neg intensifying uses)

15: end if

16: else if length(diminishing uses) > length(intensifying uses) then

17: if length(neg diminishing uses) / length(pos diminishing uses)

> Threshold then

18: average sf=mean(neg diminishing uses)

19: else

20: average sf=mean(pos diminishing uses+neg diminishing uses)

21: end if

22: end if

23: end for

24: rank adverbs by their average scaling factor (average sf)

In steps 7 and 8, we look at the k most fre-

quent combinations per adverb. For each combi-

nation, we calculate a scaling factor in the interval

[-1,+1] relative to the unmodified adjective. For

intensifying adverbs we measure what fraction of

the distance from the simple adjective to the high-

est score (5 for positive adjectives) or lowest score

(1 for negative adjectives) the adjective has been

’pushed’ by the adverb. For diminishing adverbs,

we measure what fraction of the unmodified ad-

jective’s distance to the neutral score (3) the adjec-

tive has been ’pushed’. For each adverb, we keep

track of the scaling factors for all k combinations.

The classification as intensifying or diminishing

is corpus-driven: an adverb in combination with

a specific adjective is intensifying/diminishing, if

the combination’s value is more/less extreme than

that of the unmodified adjective.

In lines 10-22, we perform two levels of checks

before deciding how to assign the final scaling fac-

tor to the adverb. On the first level, we discard

whichever type of uses is in the minority, inten-

sifying or diminishing uses. On the second level,

we identify whether the uses retained in the previ-

ous step have mostly been observed with positive

adjectives or with negative ones. If the quotient

exceeds a certain threshold, we again choose to

ignore the evidence from the minority class. With

both checks, the idea is to obtain a clearer signal

of what the adverb’s effect is.

Finally, we rank all adverbs by their aggregate

scaling factor and perform a rank correlation test

against a gold standard.

Adjectives in X and Y

Pattern Any Identical

X(,) and in fact Y 0 0

X(,) or even Y 15 3

X(,) if not Y 64 1

be X(,) but not Y 60 5

not only X(,) but Y 7 0

not X, let alone Y 0 0

not Y, not even X 0 0∑
146 9

Table 6: Phrasal patterns in the ukWaC

4.3 Horn patterns

Horn (1976) put forth a set of pattern-based di-

agnostics for acquiring information about the rel-

ative intensity of linguistic items that express dif-

ferent degrees of some shared property. The com-

plete set is shown in the first column of Table 6.

For all patterns, the item in the Y slot needs to

be stronger than that in the X slot. The two slots

can be filled by different types of expressions such

as nouns, verbs, and adjectives. We are interested

in the case, shown in sentences 1 and 2, where

adverb-adjective combinations occupy both slots.

(1) This is [very good], if not [extremely good].

(2) It’s not just [mildly entertaining] but [very en-
tertaining].

As shown above, we can apply Horn pat-

terns to our task by requiring X and Y to be

adverb-adjective combinations where the adjec-

tive is identical and the adverbs are two distinct

items from the 93 adverbs from SoCaL. Based on

the frequencies with which different adverbs oc-

cur in the X and Y slots, we can induce a rank-

ing of the adverbs. Table 6 shows the number of

matches one gets when querying the ukWaC for

instances of the 7 patterns with the above con-

straints. We get only 146 unique hits overall.

Moreover, we get only 9 where the adjective in

slot X is identical to the one in slot Y. The cover-

age problem we observe is familiar from earlier

work on ordering adjectives, where it could be

overcome through the use of web-scale n-grams

and a sophisticated interpolation technique by de

Melo and Bansal (2013). However, in the case of

adverbs the problem is more severe. Furthermore,

looking for the patterns in web-scale n-grams is

not possible since the instances of these diagnos-

tic patterns all exceed 5 tokens when X and Y are

complex adjective phrases: at this time, no web-

scale n-gram collection for n > 5 is available.

4.4 Cluster analysis

Cluster analysis aims to group data objects into

different groups based on object-specific features.
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Gold Configuration Corr.

O
u
rs

CollexsurveyAdj 0.055

CollexmoreAdj−xtrm+scalar -0.099

CollexmoreAdj−lim+scalar 0.165

CollexmoreAdj−xtrm+lim+scalar 0.191

S
o
C

aL

CollexsurveyAdj 0.003

CollexmoreAdj−xtrm+scalar 0.152

CollexmoreAdj−lim+scalar -0.188

CollexmoreAdj−xtrm+lim+scalar -0.154

Table 7: Spearman rank correlations for Collex

While it does not produce a ranking of adverbs

according to their intensifying/diminishing effect,

we can consider it a fallback method in case no

robust ranking method can be found. The aim

would be to obtain groups of adverbs that have a

similar intensifying/diminishing effect on a modi-

fied adjective. Potentially, the clusters could sub-

sequently be converted into a ranking (with tied

ranks) by another method.

The features we use to cluster the adverbs are

the co-occurrence frequencies with the top 35 ad-

jectival collocates of each adverb, following De-

sagulier (2014). The adjectival collocates of each

adverb are determined via Collexeme analysis

(cf. Gries and Stefanowitsch, 2004). Furthermore,

we use the Canberra distance measure (Lance and

Williams, 1966) and Ward.D clustering algorithm

(Ward, 1963), as this setting has produced clusters

that are coherent with Paradis’ (1997) classifica-

tion of degree adverbs (Desagulier, 2014).

We performed hierarchical cluster analysis on

both the 14 adverbs from our gold standard as well

as on 93 single-term degree adverbs that are in-

cluded in Taboada et al.’s (2011) SoCaL resource.

We refer to the output as ClustersurveyAdj and

ClusterSoCaLAdj , respectively.

5 Experiments

For our evaluation, we compute the similarity be-

tween a gold standard ranking – either that based

on our data elicitation (cf. Table 5), or that based

on the degree adverbs in SoCaL (cf. §3.4) –

and any other ranking that we are interested in,

as Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spear-

man’s ρ).

5.1 Collex

For the output of Collex, we constructed a rank-

ing of the adverbs as follows: The adverb with

the highest preference for extreme adjectives was

placed at the top of the ranking. The remain-

ing adverbs with preference for extreme adjectives

were placed below that, ordered by descending p-

values. Then, we continued with the adverb that

had the lowest preference for scalar adjectives and

added the remaining adverbs, placing the adverb

with the highest preference for scalar adjectives

at the bottom of the ranking. This approach of

building a ranking has produced good results for

the intensity ordering of adjectives (Ruppenhofer

et al., 2014) and we adopt it with the idea of now

exploiting the connection between adjectives and

adverbs in the reverse direction.

The results of the pairwise Spearman rank cor-

relations between the gold standard of either of

the two adverb sets and the rankings derived from

Collex are shown in Table 7. CollexsurveyAdj ,

the adverb ranking obtained from a distinctive-

collexeme analysis performed on the 16 adjec-

tives from our survey, produces no correlation

with either gold standard. CollexmoreAdj , the ad-

verb ranking derived from a distinctive-collexeme

analysis ran on a larger set of adjectives, yields

minimal positive and negative correlations against

both gold standards. One way to interpret this re-

sult has to do with the associations between ad-

jectives and adverbs as shown in Table (4). In

the earlier work of Ruppenhofer et al. (2014) on

ordering adjectives, maximizers and approxima-

tors were grouped as one pole of attraction for ad-

jectives, and boosters, moderators, and diminish-

ers as another. The gold ranking to be matched

for adjectives has a relatively simple structure

since extreme adjectives (e.g. brilliant) are simply

more intensive than scalar adjectives (e.g. smart).

When we go in the opposite direction, such a clear

delimitation is not the case: as Table 5 shows,

some boosters actually have a higher scaling ef-

fect than maximizers. Similarly, we have a prob-

lem in that approximators push intensity towards

neutrality whereas maximizers push towards the

extreme: Collex treats them as if they are pushing

in the same direction. The structural properties

of the adjective-adverb interaction may thus make

Collex only suitable in one direction.

5.2 MeanStar

Table 8 shows the results for the three variants of

MeanStar. Note that an asterisk in the last col-

umn marks experiments where results are aver-

aged over 10 runs and each run is based on a strat-

ified random sample of adverbs from SoCaL. The

first four rows for Adv in Table 8 show the re-

sults for the adverb-only approach: while the cor-
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Method Configuration Gold Corr. Adverbs

A
d
v

MeanStarglobal−any Ours 0.283 14

MeanStarglobal−title Ours 0.446 14

MeanStarglobal−any SoCaL 0.311 *30

MeanStarglobal−title SoCaL 0.531 *30

S
p
ec MeanStarspecific−any Ours -0.091 14

MeanStarspecific−title Ours 0.203 14
S

ca
li

n
g

MeanStarglobal−any Ours 0.382 14

MeanStarglobal−title Ours 0.787 14

MeanStarglobal−any SoCaL 0.780 *30

MeanStarglobal−title SoCaL 0.930 *30

Table 8: Spearman rank correlations for MeanStar
(* experiments involve adverbs randomly selected from SoCaL)

relation results are not very high, performance is

better when using data from review titles alone

(0.446 against our gold standard; 0.531 against

SoCaL). This was to be expected since titles re-

flect the tenor of the star rating more directly than

sentences in the body of a review.

The results for the adjective-specific variant of

MeanStar are shown in the two rows marked Spec.

We cannot evaluate against the larger set of ad-

verbs in SoCaL because SoCaL contains no in-

formation on specific adverb-adjective combina-

tions. For the results shown, we use only adverb-

adjective combinations that occur at least twice.

Regardless of whether we use only titles or full re-

views, we face data sparsity problems as we do not

see instances of all combinations between our ad-

jectives and the adverbs. Coverage is better, if we

use the reviews as a whole (11.5 vs. 4.4). By con-

trast, the correlation results, though low overall,

are better if we use titles only (0.203 vs. -0.091).

If we used the absolute values of the correlations,

then the average correlation would be higher for

full reviews (0.644 vs. 0.612).

As we can see, the Scaling method performs

very well, even without having been optimized.

For instance, the 2:1 margin for the second-level

check is not based on any work with a develop-

ment set but simply a rough guess. Omitting the

second-level checks on steps 11 and 17 of the al-

gorithm drops the score for MeanStarglobal−title

with 30 random adverbs from 0.930 to 0.880

and for MeanStarglobal−any from 0.780 to 0.720,

which are still good levels of performance.

5.3 Cluster analysis

To assess the quality of the clustering, we re-

port on an external cluster validation performed

against an expert classification of the adverbs. For

the 14 gold standard adverbs we use the classi-

fication by Paradis (1997), while for the 93 ad-

verbs from SoCaL (Taboada et al., 2011), we use

Degree adverbs N Adverbs N Clusters ARI Purity

ClustersurveyAdj 14 5 0.572 0.857

ClusterSoCaLAdj 93 5 -0.066 0.623

Table 9: External cluster evaluation for a cluster

analysis based on Canberra distance measure and

Ward.D clustering algorithm

a grouping of these adverbs into Paradis’ (1997)

five adverb classes that two of the authors worked

out collaboratively. Results are shown in Table 9.

The quality of the clustering results is measured

by the adjusted Rand index (ARI) and Cluster pu-

rity (Purity). ARI measures the accuracy of the

clustering, that is the percentage of correctly clus-

tered objects based on the given classes and cor-

rects the basic Rand Index (RI) for chance (Hu-

bert and Arabie, 1985). For Purity, in turn, we

assign each cluster to the adverb class that is most

frequent in the cluster. Then, the accuracy of this

assignment, i.e. the percentage of the correctly as-

signed adverbs is measured (Manning et al., 2008,

356-360). Purity can take values between 0 and 1,

where 0 represents a “bad clustering” and a value

of 1 indicates a perfect fit with a given (manual)

classification. For ARI, the interpretation of the

[0,1] range is the same. However, ARI can some-

times produce negative values when the original

RI is smaller than the expected index. These neg-

ative values also represent bad clusterings. It is

easy for Purity to achieve a value of 1 - as is the

case when each object has its own cluster (Man-

ning et al., 2008, 357). We therefore report results

for both evaluation metrics.

By using the top adjectival collocates of each

adverb as clustering features, we get a good clus-

tering for the 14 degree adverbs for which we

elicited human ratings as compared to the classi-

fication of Paradis (1997). For the larger set of

93 adverbs from SoCaL, we obtain very poor re-

sults. Figure 1 illustrates the clustering result for

the smaller set of adverbs, ClustersurveyAdj .

5.4 Summary

We found the MeanStar method that computes a

scaling factor to perform best. Unlike the adverb-

only variant of MeanStar, it makes use of the

fact that the score of an adverb-adjective combi-

nation also depends on the adjective. And un-

like the adjective-specific version of MeanStar, it

builds a global ranking and is able to combine ev-

idence from adverb-adjective combinations inde-

pendently of which other combinations have been
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Figure 1: Dendrogram for the 14 adverbs from the

survey. Indices show Paradis’ (1997) classes.

observed. Somewhat surprisingly, the methods

that are more directly grounded in linguistic the-

ory performed worse (collostructional analysis) or

proved unusable (Horn patterns). One possible

reasons for the inferior Collex and clustering re-

sults may be that the relation between adverbs and

adjectives is asymmetric to begin with, and easier

to exploit in one direction than the other. Another

is that the 5-way classification of adverbs and the

assumptions about their common interaction with

three types of adjectives cannot readily be ex-

tended beyond the set of well-known and highly

grammaticized degree adverbs such as very, quite,

absolutely to the much larger set of less gram-

maticized cases such as mind-bogglingly or blis-

teringly. The metadata approach, notably makes

no assumptions about adverb or adjective classes.

6 Related work

Benamara et al. (2007) show the usefulness of tak-

ing adverbial intensification of adjectives into ac-

count when predicting document-level sentiment

scores for news articles and blog posts. They di-

vide adverbs into 5 classes based on the work of

Quirk et al. (1985) and Bolinger (1972). The vari-

ous scoring functions they explore for the adverb-

adjective combinations are sensitive both to an ad-

verb’s class and to its score. The score of an ad-

verb could lie between 0 and 1, with 0 meaning

that the adverb has no impact on an adjective and

1 signifying that the adverb pushes the score of the

combination to the minimum or maximum of the

[-1,+1] scale. However, Benamara et al. (2007)

lack an automatic way of scoring adverbs and rely

on scores gathered from annotators.

Rill et al. (2012a) present a method for gather-

ing opinion-bearing words and phrases, including

adjective-phrases, from Amazon review data and

assigning polarity scores on a continuous range

between -1 and +1 to the entries based on the star

ratings associated with the reviews. In subsequent

work, Rill et al. (2012b) mention ways to infer the

scores of unobserved adverb-adjective combina-

tions based on observed combinations involving

other, similar adjectives. However, the authors do

not implement and evaluate these ideas.

Finally, a great deal of research on intensity

has focused on acquiring prior polarity scores

for individual words, and specifically adjectives.

Various methods have been explored, including

phrasal patterns (Sheinman et al., 2013; de Melo

and Bansal, 2013); the use of star ratings (Rill et

al., 2012b); extracting knowledge from lexical re-

sources Gatti and Guerini (2012); and collostruc-

tional analysis (Ruppenhofer et al., 2014).

7 Conclusion

We examined various methods for ranking degree

adverbs by their effect on the intensity of adjec-

tives. We evaluated the methods against a new

carefully-built gold standard that we collected ex-

perimentally as well as against a larger expert-

constructed gold standard that we found to cor-

relate well with ours for the overlapping mem-

bers. While we found one method, Horn sur-

face patterns, to currently not be workable at

all due to the lack of suitable n-gram resources,

we developed a MeanStar-based method that pro-

duces very good results using ratings metadata

from product reviews to compute a scaling factor

for adverb-adjective combinations relative to un-

modified adjectives. Conspicuously, this scaling

method makes no assumptions about any inher-

ent properties of adverbs or adjectives, unlike the

Collex and clustering approaches. In future work,

we plan on looking more closely into the low re-

sults for the collostructional analysis approach,

which had produced good results on the adjective

ordering task, to ascertain if the asymmetries in

the adverb-adjective associations (cf. §5.1) really

are what prevents better results. Similarly, we plan

on revisiting the typologies of adverbs and adjec-

tives that we adopted from linguistic theory in or-

der to see if they could be extended or revised in a

way to give better clustering results.
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